
Real innovation is only 
when technology and professionalism 
are blended together.

GT COMBI. THE MOST ADVANCED SATELLITE PROTECTION IN THE WORLD.

Always vigilant services wherever you are. 
There are many combinations which GT SAT offers to their users to take advantage of the

operational services tailored to their specific needs: services managed personally by the user

(through the purchase of digital credits) or more and complex with the aid of an Operating ECU

Monitoring. The latter is the most complete solution for protection and assistance: the Operating

ECU Monitoring operates 24-hours-a-day and intervenes in case of theft, need and rescue. In any

case, through the GT SAT services it will be possible to ensure your means and yourself all the

security you are looking for.
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GT COMBI offers the opportunity to

personally manage via Smartphone, WEB

and/or SMS the monitoring and protection of

your vehicle, or relying to the Operating ECU

Monitoring services. Of particular importance

are the presence of Speed camera voice

signalling functions, Radar and T-RED, suggesting the right speed to maintain,

avoiding unpleasant consequences. The update of the detection locations is

carried out automatically by downloading from the GT server.

GT COMBI indicates the presence of Speed cameras, Radar and T-RED, 
suggesting the speed to be maintained.
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SATELLITE TRACKING SYSTEMS AND SERVICES

The real revolution of all tracking systems is the ability to manage via smartphones, WEB SMS or most of the available functions: queries
and vehicle localization, maximum interactivity between the system and the vehicle owner, comfort and protection functions.

LOCATION AND ROAD TRAFFIC INFORMATION

With the Smartphone or via WEB or SMS it is possible to take the position of a vehicle and receive a reply with all the necessary information,
including the road map visualization and the image of the located position. It is also possible to activate more complex functions, such as the
monitoring of one or more vehicles during their routes or the analysis of the distances.

VEHICLE PROTECTION

For the first time the protection and the location of a vehicle are combined into a single system, to ensure a high safety standard. In case of an
attempted theft you will have the immediate sending of a notification (SMS and e-mail) to the authorized devices.

PERSON PROTECTION

To the traditional security and location functions, are also added important functions dedicated to the person protection. We refer to the ability to
send a SOS signal to the Operating ECU Monitoring in case of illness or robbery.

PREVENTION AND COMFORT

Numerous features designed to improve the travel comfort and safety. Particular attention should be given to the “AVERT THE SPEED PENALTY
FUNCTION” which reminds you, with voice warning, to respect the speed limits along certain routes, especially in proximity of fixed locations of
speed cameras, radars and detectors.

INSURANCE SAVINGS

The GT 998 installation ensures immediate economic benefits, with a very highly rated savings. All the major insurance companies engage in
significant discounts on Theft & Fire insurance for vehicles protected by a satellite device (up to 85% on the value of the prize), and to other
insurance companies it is expected a discount up to 30% on the vehicle civil liability motor insurance.

Localization,
protection,
comfort 
and security.

Aerials incorporated
The GPS and GPRS aerials are integrated and

incorporated on the system printed circuit.

Small size
The size of the terminal system is extremely

compact (8 cm x 4,5 x 3,5) and facilitate the
installation and concealment. 

24-hours-a-day 
Operating ECU Monitoring 

Constant assistance throughout the course of the day,
365 days a year, with timely interventions even by

remote (i.e. engine immobilisation).

SOS
Help request to the Operating ECU Monitoring
(illness , accident or difficulty) through the
special button.

New GT App for smartphone and tablet. 
With the all-new free available App for IOS and Android

(for all smartphones and tablets with other operating

systems, it is possible to connect directly to the

m.gtsat.it mobile site) it is

possible to locate your vehicle at any time

via smartphone or tablet. With the GT APP

it is possible to manage multiple vehicles

and/or fleets. The application can be used

with all the GT systems and services, even

for those activated in the past years*.

*Activation, modes and costs on www .gtsatsystem.it site.

gtsatsystem

Avert the speed penalty 
function
Speed camera voice signalling, Radar and T-RED
with recommendation of speed to maintain.
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